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AbstractAbstract

BackgroundBackground -- Changes in high frequency QRS components of the electrocardiogrChanges in high frequency QRS components of the electrocardiogram (HFQRSam (HFQRS--ECG) (150ECG) (150--250 Hz) are 250 Hz) are 
more sensitive than changes in conventional ST segments for detemore sensitive than changes in conventional ST segments for detecting myocardial ischemia.  We investigated the cting myocardial ischemia.  We investigated the 
accuracy of 12accuracy of 12--lead HFQRSlead HFQRS--ECG in detecting ischemia during adenosine tetrofosmin myocardiaECG in detecting ischemia during adenosine tetrofosmin myocardial perfusion imaging l perfusion imaging 
(MPI).(MPI).

MethodsMethods -- 1212--lead HFQRSlead HFQRS--ECG recordings were obtained from 45 patients before and during ECG recordings were obtained from 45 patients before and during adenosine technetiumadenosine technetium--99 99 
tetrofosmin MPI tests.  Before the adenosine infusions, recordintetrofosmin MPI tests.  Before the adenosine infusions, recordings of HF QRS were analyzed according to a overall gs of HF QRS were analyzed according to a overall 
pathological score that incorporated the number, morphological tpathological score that incorporated the number, morphological type and location of reduced amplitude zones (RAZs) ype and location of reduced amplitude zones (RAZs) 
present in the 12 leads (RAZ Score).  During the adenosine infuspresent in the 12 leads (RAZ Score).  During the adenosine infusions, recordings of HF QRS were analyzed according ions, recordings of HF QRS were analyzed according 
to the maximum percentage changes (in both the positive and negato the maximum percentage changes (in both the positive and negative directions) that occurred in root mean square tive directions) that occurred in root mean square 
(RMS) voltage amplitudes within the 12 leads. (RMS) voltage amplitudes within the 12 leads. 

ResultsResults -- Maximal accuracy of the HFQRSMaximal accuracy of the HFQRS--ECG for detecting ischemia was achieved utilizing criteria that ECG for detecting ischemia was achieved utilizing criteria that combined combined 
the baseline overall RAZ Score from all 12 leads with the maximuthe baseline overall RAZ Score from all 12 leads with the maximum percent changes that occurred in HF QRS root m percent changes that occurred in HF QRS root 
mean square voltages in any four contiguous leads mean square voltages in any four contiguous leads during the adenosine infusionduring the adenosine infusion.  This set of criteria .  This set of criteria had a sensitivity had a sensitivity 
of 94% and a specificity of 83% for correctly identifying the MPof 94% and a specificity of 83% for correctly identifying the MPI result.  The sensitivity of simultaneous ST segment I result.  The sensitivity of simultaneous ST segment 
changes (18%) was significantly lower than that of any individuachanges (18%) was significantly lower than that of any individual HF QRS criterion (P<0.001). l HF QRS criterion (P<0.001). 

ConclusionsConclusions -- Analysis of 12Analysis of 12--lead HFQRSlead HFQRS--ECG is highly sensitive and sufficiently specific for detecting ECG is highly sensitive and sufficiently specific for detecting ischemic ischemic 
perfusion defects during adenosine MPI stress tests and significperfusion defects during adenosine MPI stress tests and significantly more sensitive than traditional analysis using antly more sensitive than traditional analysis using 
conventional frequency ST segments.conventional frequency ST segments.
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MethodsMethods

Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (MPI) and HFQRSMyocardial Perfusion Imaging (MPI) and HFQRS--ECG Data Acquisition:ECG Data Acquisition:

HighHigh--bandwidth 12bandwidth 12--lead PClead PC--based ECG hardware and software (CardioSoft, Houston, Texas) werbased ECG hardware and software (CardioSoft, Houston, Texas) were used with a e used with a 

WindowsWindows®® compatible PC to continuously obtain amplified ECG signals at 1compatible PC to continuously obtain amplified ECG signals at 1000 samples/s/channel from 45 000 samples/s/channel from 45 

patients (30 males and 15 females, mean patients (30 males and 15 females, mean ±± SD age 58.4 SD age 58.4 ±± 12.4 years) undergoing adenosine technetium12.4 years) undergoing adenosine technetium--99 99 

tetrofosmin MPI tests for evaluation of chest pain or as a preoptetrofosmin MPI tests for evaluation of chest pain or as a preoperative procedure.  The radionuclide test was erative procedure.  The radionuclide test was 

performed with SPECT imaging using tomographic reconstructions tperformed with SPECT imaging using tomographic reconstructions taken from a multiple head gamma camera.  aken from a multiple head gamma camera.  

Patients were first injected with 10mCi of TcPatients were first injected with 10mCi of Tc--99m tetrofosmin intravenously and then SPECT scintiphotos were 99m tetrofosmin intravenously and then SPECT scintiphotos were 

obtained for resting images.  Before, during and after the adenoobtained for resting images.  Before, during and after the adenosine infusions, the incoming, amplified, Rsine infusions, the incoming, amplified, R--

detected QRS complexes of the conventional ECG were signaldetected QRS complexes of the conventional ECG were signal--averaged in software to improve the signalaveraged in software to improve the signal--toto--

noise ratio.  Premature complexes and noisy beats were automaticnoise ratio.  Premature complexes and noisy beats were automatically eliminated by a softwareally eliminated by a software--based cross based cross 

correlation function that rejects any incoming beat that is not correlation function that rejects any incoming beat that is not at least 97% crossat least 97% cross--correlated to the existing signal correlated to the existing signal 

averages as they are built.  The complexes of the accepted beatsaverages as they are built.  The complexes of the accepted beats were automatically adjusted for jitter before were automatically adjusted for jitter before 

being added to their respective signal averages and then the avebeing added to their respective signal averages and then the averages were digitally bandpassrages were digitally bandpass--filtered in filtered in 

software (150 to 250 Hz).  The resulting microvoltsoftware (150 to 250 Hz).  The resulting microvolt--level HF QRS signals for each lead were then displayed, in real level HF QRS signals for each lead were then displayed, in real 

time, adjacent to the conventional ECG complexes, and continuoustime, adjacent to the conventional ECG complexes, and continuously updated on a beatly updated on a beat--toto--beat basis. beat basis. 
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MethodsMethods

Root Mean Square (RMS) Voltage:Root Mean Square (RMS) Voltage:

The RMS voltages of  the HF QRS waveforms were automatically deThe RMS voltages of  the HF QRS waveforms were automatically determined in software by:  (1) squaring the termined in software by:  (1) squaring the 

voltage amplitude of each HF sample point within the QRS intervavoltage amplitude of each HF sample point within the QRS interval; (2) calculating the mean of these squares;  l; (2) calculating the mean of these squares;  

and (3) taking the square root of the calculated mean.  After thand (3) taking the square root of the calculated mean.  After the RMS voltages in each lead were first e RMS voltages in each lead were first 

automatically determined during a baseline interval consisting oautomatically determined during a baseline interval consisting of the first 100 accepted beats, subsequent f the first 100 accepted beats, subsequent 

changes in RMS voltages during the infusion were also automaticachanges in RMS voltages during the infusion were also automatically determined by a software function that lly determined by a software function that 

instantaneously detects and continuously updates the peak and trinstantaneously detects and continuously updates the peak and trough RMS levels, normalizing those levels as ough RMS levels, normalizing those levels as 

a percentage of the baseline RMS levels.  Although the given pera percentage of the baseline RMS levels.  Although the given percentage change in RMS (%centage change in RMS (%∆∆RMS) was RMS) was 

calculated for each lead, we further reduced the data by utilizicalculated for each lead, we further reduced the data by utilizing lead contiguity criteria that are unique to the ng lead contiguity criteria that are unique to the 

HFQRSHFQRS--ECG analysis.  Specifically, those 3 contiguous precordial leadsECG analysis.  Specifically, those 3 contiguous precordial leads (or 3 contiguous limb leads according (or 3 contiguous limb leads according 

to Cabrerato Cabrera’’s limbs limb--lead circle) which had the greatest cumulative %lead circle) which had the greatest cumulative %∆∆RMS during the infusion were noted and RMS during the infusion were noted and 

their individual %their individual %∆∆RMS values summed in order to create a RMS values summed in order to create a ““%%∆∆RMSRMS--33”” score.  The maximum %score.  The maximum %∆∆RMSRMS--3 score 3 score 

that occurred in either the positive or negative direction was sthat occurred in either the positive or negative direction was separately noted.  This same procedure was then eparately noted.  This same procedure was then 

also repeated for each possible set of 4 contiguous HF QRS leadsalso repeated for each possible set of 4 contiguous HF QRS leads in order to produce a in order to produce a ““%%∆∆RMSRMS--44”” score for score for 

both the positive and negative directions.both the positive and negative directions.
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The RAZ ScoreThe RAZ Score
After the first 100 accepted beats, the baseline RAZ score was also noted from the full 12-lead HFQRS-

ECG. This score can have a minimum value of zero (i.e., no RAZs present whatsoever) and a maximum value of 
108 (i.e., NASA RAZs—see Figure 1D—present in all 12 leads).  The RAZ score was calculated by summing two 
sub-scores:  the “Overall RAZ Burden” sub-score, which has a maximum value of 36, and the “RAZ contiguity”
sub-score, which has a maximum value of 72.  Additional details concerning the calculation of these sub-scores 
are discussed in paragraphs A and B below:

A. A. ““Overall RAZ BurdenOverall RAZ Burden”” subsub--scorescore

The “Overall RAZ Burden” sub-score was derived from the worst RAZ type that was present in any given lead.  
Specifically, if a NASA (N) RAZ (Fig. 1D) was present in any given lead, then that lead was assigned a value of 3 
points.  On the other hand, if an Abboud-Percent (AP) RAZ (Fig. 1C) was the worst RAZ present is in any given 
lead, then that lead was assigned a value of 2 points instead.  Finally, if an Abboud (A) RAZ (Fig. 1B) was the 
worst RAZ present in any given lead, then that lead was assigned a value of 1 point.  Thus, if a patient had N 
RAZs present in all 12 leads, his “Overall RAZ Burden” sub-score would be 36 (i.e., 12 x 3), which is the 
maximum possible value for this sub-score. If a different person had N RAZs in leads II, III, aVF, aVR and V6; AP 
RAZs in leads I and aVL; and A RAZs in leads V1, V3 and V5, then this person’s “Overall RAZ Burden” sub-score 
would be 22 [i.e., (5 x 3) + (2 x 2) + (3 x 1) = 22].
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The RAZ ScoreThe RAZ Score

B. B. ““RAZ contiguityRAZ contiguity”” subsub--scorescore

The “RAZ contiguity” sub-score is slightly more complex. It has a maximum value of 72 and is calculated as 
follows:   If an N RAZ is present, 3 points are assigned, and then 3 additional points are also assigned for every 
nth N RAZ present that is spatially contiguous to another N RAZ. Similarly and in addition, if an AP RAZ is 
present, 2 points are assigned, and then 2 additional points are also assigned for every nth AP RAZ present that 
is spatially contiguous to another AP RAZ.  Finally and also in addition, if an A RAZ is present, 1 point is 
assigned, and then 1 additional point is also assigned for every nth A RAZ present that is spatially contiguous to 
another A RAZ.  In the case of the RAZ contiguity sub-score, the contributions of the limb and precordial leads 
are separately calculated (and then later summed) because by definition, a limb lead cannot be spatially 
contiguous to a precordial lead.  As an example, consider a person who has N RAZs in all 12 leads.  This 
person’s “RAZ contiguity” sub-score is 72 [i.e., Limb leads: (6 x 3) + (6 x 2) + (6 x 1) + precordial leads: (6 x 3) + (6 
x 2) + (6 x 1) = 72].  His grand score is therefore = 108 [i.e., 36 (Overall RAZ burden sub-score) + 72 (RAZ 
contiguity sub-score) = 108].  Alternatively, consider the other aforementioned person who has N RAZs in leads 
II, III, aVF, aVR, and V6; AP RAZs in leads I and aVL and A RAZs in leads V1, V3 and V5.  This person’s “RAZ 
contiguity” sub-score is 37  [i.e., Limb leads: (4 x 3) + (6 x 2) + (6 x 1) +  precordial leads: (1 x 3) + (1 x 2) + (2 x 1) 
= 37].  His grand score is therefore 22 + 37 = 59.
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No RAZ (“normal”) Abboud (A) RAZ

Abboud Percent (AP) RAZ NASA (N) RAZ

A. B.

C. D.

Time (ms) Time (ms)

Time (ms) Time (ms)

Screenshots showing HF QRS complexes below their respective signScreenshots showing HF QRS complexes below their respective signalal--averaged conventional QRS complexes.averaged conventional QRS complexes.

Darkened circles connote local maxima and minima, whereas arrowsDarkened circles connote local maxima and minima, whereas arrows, when present, connote a reduced amplitude zone (RAZ).  , when present, connote a reduced amplitude zone (RAZ).  AA. An HF . An HF 
QRS complex from lead I that contains no RAZs. This complex is QRS complex from lead I that contains no RAZs. This complex is ““normalnormal””.  .  BB. An HF QRS complex from lead aVF that contains an . An HF QRS complex from lead aVF that contains an 
““Abboud RAZAbboud RAZ”” (A RAZ) on both the right upper and lower portion of the signal(A RAZ) on both the right upper and lower portion of the signal.  The amplitudes of both the secondary local maximum and .  The amplitudes of both the secondary local maximum and 
minimum are nonetheless insufficient to define an minimum are nonetheless insufficient to define an ““Abboud PercentAbboud Percent”” RAZ (AP RAZ), because they are less than 30% (empirically definRAZ (AP RAZ), because they are less than 30% (empirically defined) ed) 
of the amplitudes of their corresponding primary local maximum aof the amplitudes of their corresponding primary local maximum and minimum.  nd minimum.  CC. An HF QRS complex from lead aVR that has an AP . An HF QRS complex from lead aVR that has an AP 
RAZ.  The AP RAZ is present because the absolute amplitude of thRAZ.  The AP RAZ is present because the absolute amplitude of the secondary local maximum (left side of signal)  that forms the e secondary local maximum (left side of signal)  that forms the RAZ is RAZ is 
>30% of that of the corresponding primary local maximum.  >30% of that of the corresponding primary local maximum.  DD. An HF QRS signal that has a . An HF QRS signal that has a ““NASA RAZNASA RAZ”” (N RAZ). An N RAZ is present (N RAZ). An N RAZ is present 
because both a secondary local maximum and a secondary local minbecause both a secondary local maximum and a secondary local minimum are present and both have amplitudes exceeding 30% of the imum are present and both have amplitudes exceeding 30% of the 
amplitudes of their respective primary local maximum/minimum.amplitudes of their respective primary local maximum/minimum.



ResultsResults The table below shows the number of true and false positivesThe table below shows the number of true and false positives and negatives as well as the sensitivity and and negatives as well as the sensitivity and 
specificity of certain cutspecificity of certain cut--off values that were prospectively applied to the ECG data basedoff values that were prospectively applied to the ECG data based on a previous pilot study.  For on a previous pilot study.  For 
example, using a baseline RAZ Score cutexample, using a baseline RAZ Score cut--off of > 50 RAZ points as the sole criterion for a positive testoff of > 50 RAZ points as the sole criterion for a positive test, the sensitivity and , the sensitivity and 
specificity of resting 12specificity of resting 12--lead HFQRSlead HFQRS--ECG for correctly predicting at least one reversible MPI defect ECG for correctly predicting at least one reversible MPI defect were 88% and 76%, were 88% and 76%, 
respectively.  respectively.  However, when the five patients with bundle branch blocks who paHowever, when the five patients with bundle branch blocks who participated in the study were excluded rticipated in the study were excluded 
(bundle branch blocks are known to cause positive resting 12(bundle branch blocks are known to cause positive resting 12--lead HF QRS tests regardless of etiology), then the lead HF QRS tests regardless of etiology), then the 
sensitivity of this resting HF QRS test decreased to 82%.  On thsensitivity of this resting HF QRS test decreased to 82%.  On the other hand, using the greatest absolute %e other hand, using the greatest absolute %∆∆RMSRMS--3 score 3 score 
(during the infusion)(during the infusion) with a cutwith a cut--off of  > 100 cumulative RMS percentage points as the sole criteoff of  > 100 cumulative RMS percentage points as the sole criterion for a positive test, the rion for a positive test, the 
sensitivity and specificity for correctly predicting at least onsensitivity and specificity for correctly predicting at least one reversible MPI defect were 69% and 62%, respectively.  The e reversible MPI defect were 69% and 62%, respectively.  The 
accuracy of using the %accuracy of using the %∆∆RMSRMS--4 score 4 score (during the infusion)(during the infusion) with a cutwith a cut--off > 125 cumulative RMS percentage points was off > 125 cumulative RMS percentage points was 
somewhat better, with a 69% and 76% sensitivity and specificity,somewhat better, with a 69% and 76% sensitivity and specificity, respectively.
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respectively.

During Myocardial Perfusion Imaging

89%86% (71-85%)94% (74-100%)125415RSAB + %∆RMS-3 ≥ 174.7
84%83% (67-93%)88% (66-98%)224514RSAB + %∆RMS-3 ≥ 155*
76%76% (59-88%)75% (52-91%)422712%∆RMS-4 ≥ 123
69%69% (52-83%)69% (45-87%)520911(and %∆RMS-3 ≥ 103)
69%62% (45-77%)81% (58-95%)3181113%∆RMS-3 ≥ 95
80%76% (59-88%)88% (66-98%)222714RSAB > 50

Optimal Retrospective Criteria

87%83% (67-93%)94% (74-100%)124515RSAB + %∆RMS-3 ≥ 175

84%79% (63-91%)94% (74-100%)123615RSAB + %∆RMS-3 ≥ 150
73%76% (59-88%)69% (45-87%)522711%∆RMS-4 ≥ 125
64%62% (45-77%)69% (45-87%)5181111%∆RMS-3 ≥ 100
78%76% (59-88%)82% (53-97%)22279Same as above, excluding BBBs

80%76% (59-88%)88% (66-98%)222714RAZ score at baseline (RSAB) > 50

AccuracySpecificity 
(CLs)

Sensitivity 
(CLs)

FNTNFPTP
Prospective Criteria

TP, True positive; FP, false positive; TN, true negative; FN, false negative, CLs, exact 90% binomial confidence limits; RAZ, reduced amplitude zone; BBB, 
bundle branch block; %∆RMS, cumulative percent change in root mean square (RMS) voltage in any three (%∆RMS-3) or four (%∆RMS-4) contiguous high 
frequency QRS leads during adenosine infusion.  *Same overall accuracy as RSAB + %∆RMS-3 ≥ 150. All analyses in this Table used the CR precordial leads 
plus the standard limb leads.  Corresponding results using the standard V precordial leads instead of CR leads were similar, but slightly less accurate overall.
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The most accurate results of all occurred when the baseline RAZ The most accurate results of all occurred when the baseline RAZ score was combined with the %score was combined with the %∆∆RMSRMS--4 score 4 score 
in a simple additive fashion using a cutin a simple additive fashion using a cut--off value of off value of >> 175 total points as the criterion for a positive overall175 total points as the criterion for a positive overall

(i.e., resting + dynamic) 12(i.e., resting + dynamic) 12--lead HF QRS test.   In this case, the sensitivity and specificitlead HF QRS test.   In this case, the sensitivity and specificity of the HF QRS testy of the HF QRS test
were 94% and 83%, respectively, for correctly predicting a revewere 94% and 83%, respectively, for correctly predicting a reversible MPI defect.rsible MPI defect.

Combining the baseline RAZ score with the %∆RMS-3 score in a similar additive fashion and using a cut-off value of 
> 150 total points as the criterion for a positive overall test yielded slightly less accurate results (see table).  The table 

also shows the best retrospective cut-off points for all individual and combined HF QRS scores derived from receiver 
operating characteristic curve (ROC) analyses.

In a total of 5 patients, conventional ST segment depression of > 1 mm versus baseline occurred during the adenosine 
testing in at least one lead.  Three of these patients had a positive MPI scan and two had a negative MPI scan.  Thus, 
the sensitivity and specificity of a > 1 mm conventional ST segment change for identifying a positive MPI scan were 18% 
and 93%, respectively.  This sensitivity of ST segment changes (18%) for identifying a positive MPI was significantly 
lower than that of each of the individual HF QRS criteria shown in the table  (P<0.001).  In addition, no patients at any 
time had an ST segment depression change in any lead that exceeded 1.5 mm.  Although there was no difference in the 
resting heart rates of the MPI negative and MPI positive groups (61.8 ± 9.3 versus 64.4 ± 13.6 beats/min, respectively), 
there was a tendency for greater increases in heart rate from the baseline to the climax of adenosine infusion in the MPI 
negative group than in the MPI positive group (18.4 ± 10.3 versus 12.4 ± 7.9 beats/min, respectively, P=0.055 by logistic 
regression).  A cut-off of  < 15 beats/min for the maximum change in heart rate during the adenosine infusion had a 
retrospective accuracy of 64% for identifying the MPI result (69% sensitivity and 62% specificity, respectively). 

ConclusionConclusion Analysis of 12Analysis of 12--lead HFQRSlead HFQRS--ECG is highly sensitive and sufficiently specific for detecting ECG is highly sensitive and sufficiently specific for detecting 
ischemic perfusion defects during adenosine MPI stress tests as ischemic perfusion defects during adenosine MPI stress tests as well as significantly more sensitive than well as significantly more sensitive than 
analysis of conventional ST segments.  The tendency toward lesseanalysis of conventional ST segments.  The tendency toward lesser increases in heart rate during the r increases in heart rate during the 
adenosine infusions in the MPI positive group than in the MPI neadenosine infusions in the MPI positive group than in the MPI negative group might be explained on the basis gative group might be explained on the basis 
of relatively decreased baroreflex sensitivity in the (more highof relatively decreased baroreflex sensitivity in the (more highlyly--diseased) MPI positive group.diseased) MPI positive group.


